Abstract| We address the problem of providing a homogeneous framework for integrating, in a database environment, active rules, which allow the speci cation of actions to be executed whenever certain events take place, and deductive rules, which allow the speci cation of deductions in a logic programming style. Actually, it is widely recognized that both kinds of rules enhance the capabilities of database systems as they provide very natural mechanisms for the management of various important activities (e.g., knowledge representation, complex data manipulation, integrity constraint enforcement, view maintenance). In spite of their strong relationship however, little work has been done on the uni cation of these powerful paradigms. In this paper, we present a rule-based language with an event-driven semantics that allows the programmers to express both active and deductive computations. The language is based on a new notion of production rule whose e ect is both a change of state and an answer to a query. By using several examples, we show that this simple language schema allows us to uniformly dene di erent computations on data, including complex data manipulations, deductive evaluations and active rule processing. We de ne the semantics of the language and then describe the architecture of a preliminary implementation of the language. Finally, we report about application and experience of use of the language.
I. Introduction
A. Motivations I N recent years, a lot of work aimed at improving current database management systems has been done, in order to meet the requirements of new demanding applications, such as CAD, multimedia, robotics and expert systems. Along this line, several researchers have proposed the integration of production rule languages (traditionally used in expert system shells) within database environments 8 28] . As a result of these studies, advanced research prototypes have been produced (e.g., LDL++, Coral, Starburst, Postgres). Moreover, recent releases of some commercial database management systems already support active rule computation with varying levels of capability (e.g., Oracle, INGRES and Sybase).
More recently however, it has been argued that the integration of these paradigms (deduction and production rules) into a unique homogeneous semantic framework is an important and challenging goal 31] . In fact, from a practical point of view, all the systems developed so far support only one of these paradigms, thus limiting their applicability in several important application domains. On the other hand, from a theoretical point of view, the two paradigms present strong similarities. Indeed, both of them are based on rules that can be viewed as statements connecting a cause with an expected e ect 25], 29]. However, the very di erent semantics (both abstract and operational) provided so far for these paradigms make this integration a di cult task.
The work illustrated in this paper brings a contribution to the solution of this problem, by proposing and experimenting a rule-based language within which deduction and production rules can be expressed in a uniform fashion.
B. Rule languages
According to a classi cation of Stonebraker 25] , rulebase systems (e.g., expert system shells, active databases, deductive databases) are all based on sets of statements (called rules) of the form:
Cause ) E ect in which, the left hand side (the head of the rule) states the cause of rule activation, and the right hand side (the body of the rule) the e ect of its execution. These rules can be categorized according to the kind of operations occurring in the head and in the body of the rule 25] . Speci cally, a deductive rule can be viewed as a statement as above where both the cause and the e ect are queries. 1 For instance, the rule mgr(X ; Y ) ) emp(X ; Z ); dep(Z ; Y ) speci es that a query involving the (derived) relation mgr causes a query on the database involving the relations emp and dep. 2 In a production rule instead, the cause is a query and the e ect is generally an update. In this case, the query states the condition under which the rule should be red. As an example, the rule emp(X ; toy); emp(X ; book) ) ?emp(X ; book) states that if there are two tuples denoting a situation where the same employee is associated with di erent departments, then one of them must be discarded. This last mechanism is extended in the context of active (or ECA) rules 19 ], a more general form of production rule, where it is possible to explicitly specify database events (generally updates) triggering the rules. For instance, using the notation Event Condition ) action, the active rule ?dep(Z; Y ) emp(X ; Z ) ) ?emp(X ; Z ) speci es that when a department is deleted (event) and there are employees working in such a department (condition), then those employees must be deleted as well (action). Hence, in the more general form, the event and the condition form the cause of the rule whereas the action forms its e ect.
C. Generalized Production Rules
The language we propose in this paper is based on a new kind of rule, called generalized production rule, in which the role played by the various parts is changed. More specically, a generalized production rule has the form E ) Q U where: (1) E (called the event part) speci es an extended event triggering the rule and forms the cause of the rule; (2) Q (the query part) denotes a query to be evaluated on the underlying database instance and also states a condition to be satis ed for the execution of the action; (3) U (the action part) speci es a list of updates to be executed on the underlying database if the query part is satis ed (that is, if the query part generates a non-empty answer).
A generalized production rule di ers from the usual production rules in three aspects. First, the condition of a generalized production rule is semantically part of its e ect instead of being part of its cause. Second, conditions generate bindings that can be propagated not only forward, to the action part, but also backward, to the caller of the rule. We will show that this mechanism allows us to capture the semantics of deductive rules. Finally, general uni cation is used in the place of simple matching in rule activation. This makes the activation mechanism more general and exible, as will be shown in the following. Similar to a traditional active rule, a generalized production rule has an event-driven activation (that is, a rule is red when a particular situation takes place) and its informal meaning is the following: \when E succeeds, answer the query Q and if this answer is not empty, then execute the updates speci ed in U". Thus, the cause is an event and the e ect is a query and (possibly) an update. It follows that the execution of a rule with respect to a certain database state returns in general both the answer to a query and a change of state. The answer can be returned to the triggering event, which may contain variables, thus simulating a \deductive-like", top-down, evaluation of the rule. The execution model of a set of rules is based on the concept of extended event: intuitively, an extended event corresponds to the request (done explicitly by a user or through implicit triggering during the evaluation of a program) to perform some operations on data (queries or updates). Data manipulations can be basic operations (e.g., an insertion) or \logical" operations, de ned by a name. These logical names may appear in the query part of a rule and recursive executions can result when the same name appears both in the event and in the query part. We will show that this last feature can be used to implement recursive queries. The described programming schema can be e ectively used to implement several kinds of computation.
More speci cally: (1) if a rule has the form E ) Q, that is, only the event and the query part are speci ed, then it denotes a deductive rule; (2) if it has the form ) Q U , that is, the event part is missing, then it describes a conditional update; (3) if it has the form E ) Q U , then it behaves similarly to an ordinary active rule. It then follows that the language allows the user to program general kinds of active computations, as well as deductive rules. This makes the language a very powerful tool for the speci cation of advanced database applications. The language is de ned in the framework of a simple data model for complex objects with identity that generalizes the relational model in a natural way. This makes the approach exible and general. We also describe the design of a preliminary implementation of the language on the top of an object-oriented database management system and report about the use of the language in a speci c application.
D. Plan of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the data model of reference is de ned. In Section III the syntax of the language is brie y presented, and in Section IV its semantics is informally given by using several examples. The formal semantics is presented in Section V. In Section VI we discuss on relevant properties of the language. In Section VII we compare our approach with related work. A preliminary implementation is described in Section VIII and in Section IX we report about the use of the language in a speci c application case. Finally, in Section X, some conclusive remarks are drawn.
II. The data model
In this section we brie y present our data model of reference which we will call ODM: it can be considered as a simple Object Data Model in that it includes the notions of class, type, and object identity. We point out that this data model serves to provide a general framework in which to tackle our study. This makes the approach exible and adaptable to various contexts (e.g., relational, nested, object-oriented). Some of the features generally included in object based data models (e.g., inheritance and encapsulation) are missing here as they are not relevant for the presentation of the language.
Given a xed set of base types (integers, strings, etc.), with associated sets of base values, an ODM type is built recursively from the base types, using a set of type constructors T: the tuple, the set, and the sequence ones. An ODM schema is then de ned as a pair S = (C; typ) where:
C is a nite set of class names, and typ is a function that associates to each symbol in C an ODM tuple type. 3 We also allow to express explicit references among classes through object identi ers (oid's c associates with each C 2 C a nite set of oid's, and o is a partial function from O to the union of all the domains of the types, such that, for every C 2 C and every o 2 c(C), o(o) 2 dom(typ(C)). Thus, in our model, given an instance s = (c; o) of a schema S = (C; typ), an object belonging to a class C 2 C can be represented as a pair (o; o(o)), where o 2 c(C) denotes its oid and allows us to distinguish the object from the other objects stored in the database, and o(o) denotes its extension, that is, its actual value. An instance can be viewed as a set of objects of this kind grouped in classes. In the following, we will denote the extension of an object by using particular delimiters to represent the various type constructors.
Example 1: Figure 1 shows an ODM instance referring to a soccer tournament, with information about players, teams and matches between teams. In the corresponding schema we have the classes match, player, and team.
Using the delimiters ]; fg; <>, to denote the tuple, the set and the sequence constructors respectively, we have: We assume the existence of two sets F and P of builtin typed interpreted functions and predicates respectively. The former includes algebraic and set operators and the latter equality, set membership and comparison predicates.
We will not detail the content of the sets F and P any further, but we will freely make use of interpreted functions and predicates in the examples. Furthermore, we assume the existence of a countable in nite collection of typed variables, and of a nite set Q of (generalized) query names.
Let S = (C; typ) be an ODM schema. A constant is a value from the union of the base values of S. A term is inductively de ned as usual from constants, variables 3 Note that, for simplicity, the top-level constructor for classes is the tuple one. This allows us to easily refer to the components of objects in classes. is the query part of the rule and consists of a conjunction of query atoms, and U is the update part of the rule, and consists of a list of update atoms. In a rule the event part forms the head of the rule whereas the query and the update parts form its body. In a body, the query part or the update part may be missing. When the query part is empty, we will often use in its place the keyword TRUE in order to make the rule more clear (see below). A rule without the head is called a goal (goals are used to express explicit requests as described below). A generalized production rule can be read as: whenever E occurs, evaluate Q and if the answer is not empty, then perform the updates in U. A goal can be read as: evaluate Q and if the answer is not empty, then perform the updates in U. A GPR 4 program is a nite set of generalized production rules.
Note that, in a generalized rule (and goal), queries and updates are clearly separated. Moreover, note that the language allows us to express both production rules, describing data manipulations to be executed by the system when certain events occur, and goals, describing explicit requests that are speci ed by users or applications.
IV. An overview of the language In this section the GPR semantics will be illustrated through several examples. We start with the most simple cases, and then proceed to more complex ones.
To begin, let us consider goals where the query part is empty. Assume that no rule has been de ned. The semantics of a goal of the form u 1 ; : : :; u n , is to modify the underlying database instance according to the list of basic update atoms u 1 ; : : :; u n .
Example 2: Assume we want to delete from the current instance all the teams from Milan and all the teams from Rome. The update can be speci ed using the goal:
? team( city : Milan]); ?team( city : Rome]) 5 It is often useful to constrain the modi cation of the current database instance (using some form of logical condition). This situation is illustrated by the following example. The object query atoms denoting the condition are evaluated by looking for the unifying substitutions against objects stored in the database. The constructed substitutions are returned to the caller of the goal as the answer. If the answer is not empty, then these substitutions are also applied to the update part, that is then executed for each of them. In the case at hand, the condition is not satis ed in the database of Figure 1 , and therefore no update is executed and the empty answer is returned. As a particular 4 GPR is a short-hand for Generalized Production Rule. 5 Note that, for convenience, we shall often leave unspeci ed attributes and terms not relevant to a goal or a rule (e.g., the name of the teams and their oid's in the example at hand).
case, if no action is speci ed, we obtain simple queries on the database. This rule can be activated using, for instance, the goal:
The execution of the goal above causes the invocation of a generalized query atom. The corresponding event, namely, 3(!playercity(Baresi; Y )), is then raised. Note that, differently from a traditional event, a generalized event may contain both variables and constants: rules are then activated constructing uni ers of their heads and raised events (instead of using simple matching). Subsequently, the associated body is executed. In the example at hand, the body contains only the query part, which is evaluated and the constructed bindings are composed and returned to the caller. As a result, the name of the city where Baresi lives in is bound to the variable Y of the goal. Note that here the consequence of a rule is not an update but simply a query (speci ed in the query part). Thus, in this case, the rule behaves as (and looks like) a Datalog rule and the execution model corresponds to a top-down evaluation of the rule. In a similar fashion we can also de ne recursive queries, as shown in the following example.
Example 6: Assume we want to know, for each team X, the names of all the teams that are weaker than X, where we assume that a team Y is weaker than X if once X has directly beaten Y or X has beaten another team Z and Y is weaker than Z. The following program accomplishes the request: If we want to know the teams weaker than inter team we can use the goal:
)!weaker(Y; inter)
We assume a sequential execution of rules, that is, triggered rules are executed one at a time. Clearly, it may happen that more than one rule is ready for activation at a given speci c time, but only one can be selected and activated. The policy according to which this selection is made may have a strong in uence on the execution of a program. In fact, the de nition of a suitable selection policy of the rule to be activated amongst a group of triggered ones is a common problem that any designer of an event-based database language has to solve. In the literature, many di erent policies have been proposed. Here, we adopt a solution consisting in associating priorities to rules which are employed in the selection process (higher priorities served rst). Rules with the same priority are served on a \ rst triggered rst served" basis. Since the choice of a particular selection policy is not central here, we will not go any further into discussing the merits and drawbacks of the rule selection policy we have adopted. The interested reader can consult 12], 25] for a more thorough treatment of this subject. In any case, in order to make our proposal as general as possible, we will make the formal semantics of our language parametric with respect to the adopted policy, so that any other selection policy, di erent from the one used here, can be immediately embedded in the language semantics.
A traditional form of active rule corresponds to the implementation of \update propagations" where triggering is determined by an update executed on the database, and the e ect is itself an update.
Example 7: Assume we wish to enforce the referential constraint between players and teams by deleting all the players playing for the team X, if the team X is itself deleted from the database. We can then use the following rule:
The execution of a rule can cause the activation of other rules in turn (cascading activation). In this respect, a language can implement di erent strategies depending on whether the rules are evaluated depth-rst or breadth-rst. In the rst case, if the evaluation of an atom in a goal (or in the body of a rule) triggers a set of rules, these rules are handled rst, before other atoms possibly present in the same goal are considered. In the latter case the goal is rst completely evaluated and then the triggered rules are taken into account. In the literature, these execution strategies are known as immediate and deferred execution modality, respectively 19]. Depending on the chosen strategy, condition evaluation and action execution might be done at different times and thus on di erent database states. Hence, di erent results might be obtained. Generally, the choice of rule execution modality is related to the speci c application. For instance, with respect to integrity constraint enforcement, deferred modality is preferable since a constraint violation is checked during transaction execution but the action to repair it is postponed at the end of the transaction itself. So, if during a transaction execution some operations have recovered the violation, the action is not applied. Instead, using the immediate modality, a repairing action would be executed in the middle of transaction execution even if the next update in the transaction repairs it. As neither of the strategies is (always) to be preferred over the other, both the immediate and the deferred execution strategies will be considered, by de ning two di erent semantics. Other execution modalities (e.g., the decoupled modality 19]) are not considered here but we argue that they could be quite easily included in the language.
The same schema used in the previous examples can be employed to program conditional data manipulations triggered by a generalized query. This corresponds to complex conditional update streams with possibly parameters to supply inputs.
Example 8: Assume we want to modify in the match class all objects where the number of goals exceeds a certain value n (that, say, indicates an irregular match), by setting the score to h : 0; v : 0] and the scorers to <> (the empty sequence). This can be programmed as follows: would be fX=Capellog fX=Bianchig, where the rst binding is constructed by the rule, whereas the second one derives from the matching of the goal against the database.
The GPR language can be easily utilized for other interesting applications. Amongst them we cite the support for an \audit trail " 25] , that forms the basis for deduction explanation and data access accounting. For instance, an audit trail for deduction explanation can be obtained by including in the rules de ned for the deduction purpose, a number of updates storing in suitable classes the various steps of the deduction process, so that at the end of computation they contain an indication of how derived information has been obtained.
V. Formal semantics
In this section we will formally de ne the semantics of the GPR language. We will start with the presentation of a number of preliminary notions (substitution, valuation, triggering and validity) that are often used in the sequel. Then, we will present the semantics of the language, starting with the de nition of execution of basic updates, and then proceeding with the de nition of the execution of a goal and of a set of rules. This semantics is given through the speci cation of two functions: ans and new. The former maps a triple composed by a goal, a set of generalized rules and a database instance, to the answer to a query. Similarly, the latter maps a triple composed by a goal, a set of generalized rules and a database instance, to a new instance. Two execution modalities will be considered: immediate, in which rules are executed as soon as they are triggered, and deferred, in which triggered rules are executed at the end of the evaluation of the current goal. However, since the query part of a rule is always evaluated immediately, we will de ne only one function ans. Conversely, we will de ne two functions new, one for each execution mode, using the subscripts imm and def for indicating the modality under which the function is assumed to be de ned. We will also de ne an auxiliary function, denoted by exe, that will be used to collect the updates (either directly or indirectly) executed as a consequence of the evaluation of a (set of) goal(s). Before going into the details of the semantics, we would like to point out that the evaluation of queries or updates is de ned with respect to the current database instance. This means that queries can be used to test and construct bindings from states that the database reaches in intermediate steps of the computation.
A. Preliminaries
De nition 1: A substitution is a partial mapping from the set of variables to the union of the variables and the domains of S.
If t is a term, then t denotes the term obtained by replacing each variable X in t with (X). If t is ground (that is, it does not contain variables), then is a ground substitution for t. This notion immediately extends to atoms and rules.
Let A and A 0 be two atoms. We say that A and A 0 unify using a substitution if A = A 0 . As usual, if there are several substitutions satisfying this condition we will consider the most general uni er 18].
Let S A be a set of atoms and be a set of substitutions. We denote by S A the set of atoms obtained by applying each substitution in to each atom in S A . Given two sets of substitutions 1 Then, val(A; s) = f 1 ; 2 g, where 1 (Z) = t2, 1 (X) = milan, 2 (Z) = t3 and 2 (X) = inter.
We will denote with rst and rest the usual selection functions over sequences of elements such that:
rst(e 1 ; : : :; e n ) = e 1 and rest(e 1 ; : : :; e n ) = e 2 ; : : :; e n . These functions will be used to select updates and condition atoms occurring in sequences from the left to the right, in the order in which they appear.
Furthermore
Let S > R = fR x 2 S R j :9R y 2 S R ; (R x ) < (R y )g. Then, sel(S R ) is equal to an element x 2 S > R which has been included in S R as the rst one, whereas unsel(S R ) is equal to S R ? fsel(S R )g. In other words, sel selects the element of S R with the higher priority, and ties on the priority are solved by selecting an element earlier included in S R . If more than one such element exists, one of them is selected on a non-deterministic basis. Note that we could implement other selection policies by just changing the de nition of the functions above.
Given a generalized production rule R, we will denote with H(R) and B(R) the head and the body of R, respectively.
De nition 3: Let S A be a set of atoms. The set of rule instances of a program P triggered by S A , denoted by trig(P; S A ), is de ned as follows: trig(P; S A ) = fR j R 2 P; 9A 2 S A ; 9 : 3(A) = H(R) g
Assume that a certain rule R is triggered by an update u (for instance the insertion of an object O). Assume also that before R is executed, an action is performed on the database that invalidates u (the object O is deleted). It should be clear that R should not be executed, since its triggering event is no longer valid. Then, when triggered rules have to be executed, we consider only those rules whose triggering events have not been invalidated afterwards. That is, we always consider the so called net e ect of active rule processing 30]. This will be speci ed using the set valid(S; U), which is de ned next.
Let u be an update atom. We denote by u its complementary atom, de ned by cases as follows: (1) Rule triggering is indeed in uenced from actual execution of updates. This means that if an update U triggers a rule R, but the execution of U fails (e.g., an object to be deleted is missing from the database), then R is not executed. To model this situation, we introduce a mapping D from a sequence of updates U and a database instance s to the updates in U that have been successfully executed on s. The mapping D will be used to compute the set of rules actually triggered by actions (see below).
B.1 Immediate mode
Under the immediate mode, if some rules are triggered by an atom A occurring in a goal G, then these rules are evaluated before proceeding with the execution of other atoms in G following A in the left-to-right ordering. This is the only execution mode we will consider for the query part of a rule. Regarding the action part, we will also consider, in the next section, the deferred mode, under which the execution of rules follows a di erent schema.
The de nition of the semantics of evaluating a goal and a program on an instance is given by a (possibly empty) set of answer substitutions ans and a new database instance new. For technical reasons however, we will de ne the mappings ans and new so that their rst argument is a set of rules instead of being (a set of) goal(s). Thus, given a goal G, we denote by R G the rule ) G, where denotes the null event.
De nition 5: Let G be a goal of the form ) Q U where Q = q 1 ; : : :; q n and U = u 1 ; : : :; u m , P be a program and s be the current database instance. The answer of G and P on s, denoted by ans(fR G g; P; s), is Thus, the answer to a goal is obtained as the composition of the answers to the atoms occurring in the query part. In turn, the answer to a query atom is computed as the union of (1) the answers obtained by querying the database instance, and (2) the answers obtained by evaluating the triggered rules. When the rst argument of ans is a nonsingleton set of rules S R , its de nition is inductively given as follows:
ans(S R ; P; s) = ans(sel(S R ); P; s) S ans(valid(unsel(S R ); exe(sel(S R ); s)); P; s 0 ) where: s 0 = new imm (sel(S R ); P; s).
De nition 6: Let G be a goal of the form ) Q U , P be a program and s be the current database instance. Also, let = ans(fR G g; P; s). The In this case, a sequence of updates is executed by (1) selecting one of its elements and executing it thus obtaining its immediate e ect, (2) evaluating the rules triggered by this execution, and (3) recursively executing the remaining updates. The new state is obtained by executing the update part for each substitution that satis es the condition (if the condition is not satis able then the update part of the rule is not executed). In any case, the rules triggered because of condition evaluation are executed. When the rst argument of new imm is a non-singleton set of rules S R , its de nition is inductively given as follows: new imm (S R ; P; s) = new imm (valid(unsel(S R ); exe(sel(S R ); P; s)); P; s 0 ) where: s 0 = new imm (sel(S R ); P; s).
De nition 7: Let G be a goal of the form ) Q U , P be a program and s be the current database instance. Also, let = ans(fR G g; P; s). The sequence of updates executed because of the evaluation of G, denoted by exe(fR G g; P; s), is de ned as follows: exe(;; P; s) =<> (the empty sequence) exe(fR G g; P; s) = U exe(trig(P; Q) trig(P; D(U )); P; s) if 6 = ; exe(trig(P; Q); P; s) otherwise where a b denotes the concatenation of the two sequences a and b.
When the rst argument of exe is a non-singleton set of rules S R , its de nition is inductively given as follows: exe(S R ; P; s) = exe(sel(S R ); P; s) exe(unsel(S R ); P; s 0 ) where s 0 = new imm (sel(S R ); P; s).
B.2 Deferred mode
As already pointed out, the evaluation of the query part of a rule is always immediate. Therefore, only the function new def will be de ned here. Under the deferred mode, the rules triggered by update atoms occurring in a goal G, are considered only after all the atoms occurring in G have been evaluated. The de nition of new def makes use the functions ans and exe, de ned in the previous section.
De nition 8: Let G be a goal of the form ) Q U , P be a program and s be the current database instance. Also, let = ans(fR G g; P; s). The action def (U; s) = action def (rest(U); imm( rst(U); P; s)), T = trig(P; Q) trig(P; D(U )). Therefore, the new state determined by the evaluation of a goal under the deferred execution modality is obtained by (1) executing the sequence of updates, and (2) evaluating the set of triggered rules. If the set of substitutions returned by the evaluation of the query part is empty, then the new state is constructed taking into account the rules triggered by the evaluation of the query part only.
When the rst argument of new def is a non-singleton set of rules S R , its de nition is inductively given as follows: new def (S R ; P; s) = new def (valid(unsel(S R ); exe(sel(S R ); P; s)); P; s 0 ) where s 0 = new def (sel(S R ); P; s). against the database instance s reported in Figure 1 . We have ans(fR G g; P; s) = ftrueg as the G's condition is empty. Figure 1 by deleting the object t1. We then obtain: action def (U; s) = action def (fu 2 g; s 0 ) = action def (;; imm(u 2 ; s 0 )) = s 00 where s 00 is the instance obtained from s 0 by deleting the object t4. Now, let 1 = fX=juveg and 2 = fX=laziog.
We have:
trig(P; D(U)) = fR 1 ; R 2 g = S R :
Hence:
new def (fR G g; P; s) = new def (valid(S R ; U); P; s 00 ) = new def (S R ; P; s 00 ) = new def (valid(unsel(S R ); exe(sel(S R ); P; s 00 )); P; new def (sel(S R ); P; s 00 ))
Since the elements of S R are instance of the same rule R, and then they must have the same priority, the selection function sel select from S R the one generated \earlier", that is, R 1 in the case at hand. Moreover, since valid(unsel(S R ); exe(sel(S R ); P; s 00 )) = fR 2 g;
we obtain: new def (fR G g; P; s) = new def (fR 2 g; P; new def (fR 1 g; P; s 00 ))
We stop here as we should have achieved our objective of describing the use of semantic functions. We close the example by indicating that the nal database instance produced with the above (partially) described computation is obtained from the instance s of Figure 1 by deleting the objects t1, t4, p1 and p7.
VI. Properties of GPR programs
In this section we discuss conditions under which the two interesting properties of termination and con uence can be guaranteed for GPR programs. Roughly speaking, termination means that a given program is guaranteed to stop after any set of updates to any database instance.
Con uence means that, for any initial database instance, both the nal database instance and the set of answers 6 generated as a consequence of the execution of a goal are independent of the order in which multiple triggered rules are executed (i.e., the execution order established when the function sel chooses non-deterministically among rules with the same priority triggered at the same time). 6 In fact, di erently from other production rule languages, in our framework the result of a computation is not only a new database instance but also the answer to a query. the nodes are the rules of P and there is an arc from a rule R i to a rule R j if there exists a substitution such that R j 2 trig(P; B(R i )). In other words, an arc from R i to R j indicates that the execution of R i can trigger R j . Note that for a GPR program P, the arcs of TG P are also induced by triggering determined by atoms appearing in the query parts of the rules. The following result easily follows.
Proposition 2: For each GPR program P, if TG P is acyclic then P is guaranteed to terminate.
As also noted by other authors, the general condition for termination indicated by the proposition above can be weakened in some special cases, where it is possible to take advantage of the particular form of the conditions and actions of the rules involved in cycles of TG P . For instance, assume that there is a rule R occurring in a cycle in TG P that triggers the following rule in the cycle by deleting objects from a class C and that no other rules in the same cycle insert objects in C. In this case, due to the niteness of relations from which tuples are deleted, the function D applied to the action part of R will eventually return a sequence of updates not including the triggering deletion. Therefore, any execution of rules associated to this cycle will terminate.
B. Con uence
In this section we discuss the conditions under which a GPR program P is con uent, that is, whether, independently of the initial database instance, at termination, the nal database instance of rule processing and the corresponding answer do not depend on the order in which rules have been selected, when multiple rules are triggered at the same time. Unfortunately, as for termination, there exists no e ective condition for con uence, even when the program is guaranteed to terminate. To show this, consider again the MPCP problem. Intuitively, this time the reduction de nes a (always terminating) GPR program P 0 post that encodes: (1) the given MPCP instance, and (2) the test that a given index sequence is indeed a solution for this instance. The index sequence to be checked is encoded in the initial database instance (recall that con uence is required to be independent of the initial database instance): the associated ODM schema contains a class indexes such that typ(indexes) = ind : integer; next : indexes]; a class post such that typ(post) = str : string; str 0 : string]. Intuitively, an object (o; ind : i; next : o 0 ]) stored in indexes indicates that the index i is followed, in the given sequence, by that index whose oid is o 0 . It is then clear that by quantifying over all possible instances of this schema, we obtain all feasible index sequences (and also many infeasible ones). The program P 0 post then checks whether the index sequence encoded in the initial database state forms indeed a solution for the MPCP instance at hand. The class post encodes in its unique tuple the "current" computed pair of substring. If and when the values associated to its attributes str and str 0 are equal, the MPCP instance is solved. Hence, we can deduce the following result. always terminates. Then to establish con uence of P is undecidable.
However, as for termination, it is possible to state sufcient syntactical conditions for con uence of GPR programs. For this purpose, we present now an interesting class of programs enjoying the property of \independence". Let us rst introduce a number of preliminary notions. Let a be an atom and letã denote the object speci cation obtained by removing the pre x of a. Then, let u be an update atom and q be a query atom. We say that q is independent of u if q andũ do not unify. Now, let R 1 be a rule E 1 ) Q 1 U 1 and R 2 be a rule E 2 ) Q 2 U 2 . Then, we say R 1 and R 2 are concurrent if: (1) E 1 and E 2 unify, or (2) R 2 is reachable in TG P (see above) from a rule R 3 : E 3 ) Q 3 U 3 such that E 3 and E 1 unify. Moreover, we say that R 1 and R 2 are independent if: (1) for each q 1 2 Q 1 and for each u 2 2 U 2 , q 1 is independent of u 2 , and (2) for each q 2 2 Q 2 and for each u 1 2 U 1 , q 2 is independent of u 1 .
Finally, we say that a program is independent if each pair of concurrent rules are independent.
It is easy to see that if a query atom q is independent of an update atom u, then the e ect of u to any database instance does not alter the valuation of q. It follows that if a rule R 1 is independent of a concurrent rule R 2 , the order in which these rules are executed is immaterial. By induction on the number of rules occurring in a program we can easily conclude the following result.
Proposition 4: Let P be a GPR independent program and assume that P always terminates. Then, P is con uent on any goal and any database instance.
VII. Comparison with related work
Very recently, other proposals dealing with the problem of de ning a uni ed semantic framework for deductive and active rules have been presented.
Urban and Karadimce 15] have proposed an environment for supporting declarative retrievals and update requests in an Object-Oriented Database System, while enforcing integrity constraints. This environment is centered around a rule-based update language with updates in the head that interacts with \integrity methods". An integrity method is, in every respect, an active rule where the event is an elementary update that triggers the rule and the action is an update to be performed on objects satisfying the condition part. These methods can be automatically derived to transparently enforce user de ned integrity constraints. Based on this work, an important research project aimed at de ning a new generation active and deductive object-oriented system is currently being developed 10]. While this research focuses on integrating, in one system, di erent features independently developed, our work is more focused on language integration. In fact, unlike this approach, in our proposal the active and deductive components are not separated but coexist in the same language.
Harrison and Dietrich have recently investigated the integration of active and deductive rules 13]. In this paper, an active system is proposed that allows the users to spec-
a framework allowing the user to specify both active and deductive rules using the same language, and as such, the de nition of techniques for handling the sophisticated situations studied in 13], is beyond the scope of this paper.
The approaches of Tanca 27] and Zaniolo 31] , 32], though being technically quite di erent, are both based on the idea of expressing active rules by means of (extensions of) deductive ones. Speci cally, in the work of Tanca, active rules are expressed in Logres 4], a modularized deductive database language. A Logres module is augmented with an external control mechanism that allows users to explicitly specify the application modality of the module to a database state. In the paper it is shown that LOGRES can support an active behavior by opportunely using this control mechanism, and that several execution modalities can be implemented. Conversely, Zaniolo uses a non-monotonic extension of logical clauses, including negation and aggregates under a novel strati cation semantics (namely, XY-strati cation). In this framework, active rules are expressed by means of built-in predicates that implement basic update operations. A uniform perfect-model semantics is given on the basis of a rewriting technique. These approaches have the advantage of borrowing the clean xpoint semantics of deductive databases. On the other hand, it is well known that this semantics looses much of its e ectiveness when dynamic operators (updates and actions in the case at hand) are introduced. As pointed out above, our approach is somehow reversed: we look at deductive rules as special cases of generalized active rules.
In other approaches 6], 25], 26] it is shown how deductive rules can be implemented by means of active rules which are considered as a sort of low-level notation. The work 25] illustrates how deductive rules can be implemented in Postgres 26] by means of active ones in which queries appear both in the event and in the action part. Conversely, in the approach of Ceri and Widom 6], production rules are used to physically maintain all intensional data de ned by the deductive rules. Thus, active rules are (automatically) derived in order to maintain intensional data when extensional relations are updated by users. Similarly to these approaches, in our proposal, rules are eventdriven. However, di erently from them, deductive rules are not \simulated" exploiting the event-action relationship of production rules. Rather, they can be directly expressed in terms of the relationship between the event and the query part (see for instance Examples 5 and 6). Thus, our language can be regarded as a formalism with a unique semantics in which active and deductive rules can be independently expressed being both \ rst-class citizens" in the language.
In the RDL1 project 9], 17] production rules are used to implement a deductive database language. However, the goal of this project is the implementation of an e cient deductive database system. Hence, although the underlying implementation is based on production rules, the external rule language is essentially deductive and so, di erently from ours, it does not allow to express an active behavior. In a more recent paper 24], an extension of RDL1 is presented that includes active rule processing. To support the de nition of active rules, the immediate and deferred execution modality can be explicitly speci ed within a module (the basic language unit in RDL1) that contains a set of rules. An RDL1 rule is a statement of the form \if <condition> then <action>", where the condition is a tuple relational calculus expression and the action is a set of basic updates. Using these rules, one can specify: (i) active rules in which the triggering events are implicit in the rule condition, and (ii) deductive rules in which a deduction is implemented by means of an insertion in a derived relation. A clean semantics for this language is described by means of a partial xpoint operator which captures both deductive and active rule processing. According to the discussion on rule languages made in the Introduction, we have presented an alternative notion of rule whose e ect is both a query and an update to the underlying database. We have shown that, di erently from RDL1 rules, with GPR rules it is possible to specify classical ECA rules (in which the event is explicit in the rule) as well as traditional deductive rules (in which the deduction is represented by means of possibly recursive retrievals). Thus, we have followed a more \conservative" approach where the two paradigms are expressed in their traditional form.
VIII. The implementation of the language
In this section we give a brief description of a preliminary implementation of the GPR language, which has been developed at DEIS. The prototype supports the immediate execution mode only. Its architecture is drawn in Figure 2 . The system is constructed on the top of the IRIS object oriented database system, which is used both to store instances and to perform queries and updates. The prototype is implemented in O-SQL with C as the host language and consists of the following components.
User Interface (UI). The UI module accepts commands from the user that are speci ed using multiple-choice menus (e.g., execute a goal, compile a program, compile a new database schema, and so on), and outputs results of evaluations, in a rather simple form. Schema Parser (SP). The SP module compiles an ODM schema provided by the user in an equivalent IRIS schema. ODM schemes are edited o -line by the user and stored in ordinary text les, which are then speci ed by the user to be compiled by the SP. Program and Goal Parser (PGP). This module compiles GPR user programs and goals in an internal representation. GPR programs must be edited oline and stored in ordinary text les, which are then scanned by the PGP. Each rule in the edited le is preceded by an annotation of the form (n), where 1 < n < 100, which speci es the priority associated for the purpose of evaluating more e ciently subsets of rules corresponding to pure deductions. For these rules, indeed, a bottom-up evaluation allows us to avoid some of the problems characterizing top-down based evaluations (e.g., convergence of recursive rule evaluation), and to implement optimization techniques proposed in the literature 28]. We point out two positive features of the prototype we have developed. First, the limited interaction between our system and the underlying database management system (IRIS, in the case at hand) makes our system relatively easy to port on top of other database management systems. The adoption of C as the development language goes in the same direction. Second, the implementation of the special DE module allows good performances for evaluating complex queries de ned by sets of deductive rules.
IX. Experiences of use of the language
In this section, we present a (simpli ed version) of an application example we have developed to test the GPR language \on the eld". The application regards the planning of a robot motion in a noisy environment. A robot Rob moves into a l l square reference area. The distance from a pair of Cartesian axes provides Rob's absolute position into the area. The user speci es in the initial goals both the starting position and the target ( nal) position of Rob. Rob's default movement consists in moving along the line connecting the starting and the target positions, each time varying the x-coordinate by 1 (for simplicity, we assume that this increment is positive). Rob's default motion can be disturbed by the presence of k moving obstacles. Initially, moving obstacles are positioned just outside the reference square. Obstacles' motion is regular, but neither the movement direction nor the exact time when the movement begins is known. An obstacle beginning to move is noti ed by a sensor that raises a generalized event in which the initial position and the rst point occupied by the obstacle in its movement are speci ed. Obstacles can start moving while other ones are still traveling across the reference area, even if they cannot begin moving simultaneously. Rob needs therefore to modify its trajectory in order to avoid clashing into moving obstacles. The system stops if either Rob has reached its target position or an uncontrollable situation arises (i.e., the clash cannot be avoided). The most interesting of the rules managing Rob's movement are reported and commented upon next. We use three special generalized query atoms !time(T), !go() and !system shut down(). The rst one returns the current reference time (we assume discrete time). The second one causes Rob's to move to the next position, stored in the (unique) tuple belonging to a class curr. The last one causes the entire computation to halt and the user to be noti ed of a failure when an unmanageable situation arises. In order to have a smaller number of rules, in the following we will make use of the logical connective or, denote _, between conditions. Moreover, the syntax X S denotes a sequence where X is the rst element, and S is the rest of the sequence.
A. User transaction
The initial user transactions consists of two goals G 1 and G 2 . The rst goal speci es the following tasks: (1) reads the current time T; (2) stores in the class curr Rob's starting position; (3) stores in the class target Rob's target position; (4) stores moving obstacles' starting positions in the class Otraj (this class will be used to store the trajectories of moving obstacles across the reference area); (5) stores in the class Rtraj the initial point of Rob's trajectory. Note that points belonging to trajectories are stored along with associated time-points. The second goal rst activates Rob's engine to move it to the starting position, and then activates robot's default movement, by executing the generalized query atom !dmove(). The main rule for the default movement has priority 1 and is triggered by the generalized query goal !dmove(). This rule speci es the following tasks: (1) reads the current position, the target position and the current time; (2) checks whether the current position and the target position coincide (in which case the execution stops); (3) computes the next position to be occupied by Rob, by calling the generalized query atom !nextpos(: : :); (4) move Rob to this next position, by executing the generalized query atom !move(: : :); (5) recursively call the generalized query atom !dmove(). When an obstacle begins to move, the event 3(!mov obs(T; X 1 ; Y 1 ; X 2 ; Y 2 )) is automatically raised by the sensor system, where T is the time when the obstacle starts moving, (X 1 ; Y 1 ) denotes its original position, and (X 2 ; Y 2 ) is the point it reaches along its trajectory after one time-unit. The rule that handles this event has priority 2, and therefore is preferably executed with respect to the rule for default movement. However, rules triggered by the rule for default movement have in turn the precedence over this one, so that once activated, the action stream associated to the default movement is entirely carried out. The rule rst retrieves the trajectory tuple associated to the moving object and then executes three generalized query atoms in sequence: the rst one, store traj, computes the whole trajectory of the moving object within the reference area and stores it; the second one, clash test, checks whether Rob is going to clash into this moving obstacle: if this is not the case, then an empty answer is produced, rule execution terminates and the execution of the rule for default movement is resumed; otherwise (i.e., if a clash is going to occur) the third generalized query atom, nd new traj, which tries to nd a new trajectory for Rob, is executed. This set of rules, all but one with priority 3, is triggered by invoking the generalized query atom nd new traj(). The strategy encoded in the rules for avoiding clashes is quite naive: starting from the current point, we consider the eight surrounding points obtained by varying one or both the coordinates. For each of these points we check whether Rob's new trajectory (obtained along the line connecting this new position and the target one) is compatible with the trajectories of all the obstacles moving across the reference area (whose trajectories are stored in the class Otraj). This is because by varying Rob's current position, we could cause Rob to clash into another object still crossing the reference area. In the case that none of the eight positions guarantees for Rob to safely proceed towards the target position, the system immediately halts. The desired behavior of this set of rules (not all of them are reported here) is obtained using the speci ed priorities.
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The application example discussed above clearly shows that the various types of GPR rules can be e ectively and profitably employed in rule programming. More speci cally, the important role played by event-driven computations is obvious in the application example: indeed, alerting sensors signalling moving obstacles are immediately modeled by generalized events. Moreover, complex conditions, often needed in structured applications, are easily programmed in the form of deductive-like rules. The interaction between these di erent kinds of rules is made easy by the uniform syntax and semantics characterizing GPR rules.
X. Conclusion and further issues
In this paper we have presented a rule language whose event based semantics naturally allows the programmer to express both production rules and deductive rules. Therefore, we have provided a uni ed framework in which to exploit both these programming paradigms. By using several examples we have shown the ability of the language in programming several database applications. The architecture of a preliminary implementation has been also described.
Several interesting research issues need further investigation. These include the extension of the language with further constructs such as negation (at least for strati ed negation the extension should be easy), various forms of non-deterministic choice and more powerful update operations. Also, it would be interesting to study general properties of programs (e.g., expressive power and complexity) similarly to what has been done with respect to other database languages.
